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Help our children fly to a brighter future by making a donation today! With your
donation we are able to feed, educate, clothe, and give our children the love and
care that they so desperately need.
To kick start their journey, you can make a once-off or monthly donation here
or contact us for a debit order instruction.
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*The real names of children under eighteen were not used in this newsletter

efore the childcare workers could introduce Joy
(4 years) to her new parents, she ran with her
arms opened wide shouting, “Mommy, Daddy!” Joy
was so excited that she didn’t even notice everyone
around her wiping the tears away during that
special moment with her new parents.
At 20 months old Joy came into our care at the
Maria Kloppers Campus after her mom died. She
was severely neglected and malnourished. “We were
all too scared to touch her as she was so fragile.
Sometimes she would just lie on the couch with no
expression on her face”, said Ernesta, the campus
manager.
The Staff at Maria Kloppers Campus went out
of their way to get the best treatment for her.
Eventually she was stabilised and received
occupational, speech and attachment therapy to
come on par with her developmental milestones.
She became a bubbly little princess, but staff still
kept a close eye on her.
As of late, we have seen an increase in the number
of special seeds adoptions which has been rare in
the past. This is normally for children who are HIV
positive or have some developmental delays. At the
beginning of 2019 Ernesta and her staff received
the wonderful news that Joy (4 years) had been
matched with a couple in Denmark.

She was so excited when she received her gift
from her new parents and the childcare workers
prepared her very well to meet her new mommy
and daddy. w

Chitty Chitty
bang bang
“Clank! Puff! Bang!”

And that was it for the old minibus of House Mouton! We were overwhelmed by the
quick response from a donor to bless this house of boys with an almost new minibus. Fortunately we did have R106 000 in a reserve to
purchase a bus, but this new donor came up with the balance of a whopping R200 000.
“We always asked the driver to park around the corner from school so that the other children didn’t see us,” said Nico, one of the boys
that live in House Mouton. “And we are so glad that there is no more breaking down at odd times on the side of the road”, he continues
with a grin. These kind people saw our urgent need and responded with love and generosity. Thank you from the bottom of our hearts!

Well-Deserved Recognition

O

n 15 February the children from our Community
Services programmes (Westbury and Soweto) stood
proud as they attended Recognition Day, where awards
are handed out for milestones and achievements that
our children have reached. Many of these children
either live on their own, with a grandparent or an
auntie. Rarely there remains a biological parent and in
all cases they experience great poverty and very little
stimulation.

Oratile – achieved seven
distinctions in Grade 7.

Ayanda – matriculated with
three distinctions.

Skills Centre
Graduation

15 February was truly a significant day for our
students at the Emdeni Skills Centre as they walked
proudly to receive their certificates for completing
their courses in End User Computing, Assistant Chef,
Painting and Tiling or Tunnel Farming.
During the practical assessment of the assistant chef
course, the judges were impressed with the high
standard of food that was presented. Experienced
chefs and restaurant owners even took down a few
numbers for prospective employment! Well done to
all the students. You make us proud!

IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENTS:
3 52 children received certificates.
3 10 children received a trophy for being the best
academic performer in a particular grade.

3 16 children proudly received a trophy for being the
We are especially proud of two girls who really stood
out for their hard work. Oratile achieved seven
distinctions in Grade 7 and she is now attending the
prestigious Pace Commercial College. This school
enrols the best of the children from neighbouring
schools. Ayanda (18 years) matriculated with three
distinctions. For being the top achiever, she received
a laptop and speakers from her high school. Ayanda is
now studying towards a B.Com Law at the University of
Johannesburg and will be funded by NSFAS (National
Student Funding). Abraham Kriel Bambanani found
donors for her accommodation and monthly pocket
money. Well done girls!

best participant in sport and extra mural activity or
participation in our programme.
3 3 childcare givers received awards for being voted
the BEST CHILDCARE GIVER by the children. Yes,
we must never forget the brave people who look
after our children. They motivate, encourage,
provide in needs, inspire and pray for our children.

Criminals and vagrants that have fairly easy access to a place where mostly female staff care for numbers of
babies, toddlers and young children is definitely not good. This was the situation at the Maria Kloppers Campus
where there were problems with the fence that surrounded the perimeter of the campus. “Our children were
never harmed, but we had to rectify this problem urgently to ensure the safety of our children,” says Ernesta,
Campus Manager.

In spite of sadness, loss and poverty these children have
suffered in their short lives, this day made us aware of
hope and possibility. We are proud of each child and
hope that these Recognition Awards will inspire them all
to work really hard and try their best. w

A place of
our own

S

ince we started out in the Westbury community,
accommodation has been a problem. It is a
very densely populated area with little access to
public land.

Incredibly, a special donor, Best Fence, went over and above the call of duty. Not only did they fix the fence, but
they replaced it with a Clearvu fence that is very strong and durable. This was a major job that would’ve cost us
well over R300 000. Thank you Best Fence for being our miracle and making sure our children are safe!

Here we care for 150 - 200 children through our
home-based care programme with sometimes
surprising success. A number of young people were
on the point of dropping out from school, but were
encouraged and motivated to try again. Some have
already completed tertiary studies whilst others are
still busy. Their lives were turned around with the help
of donors that provided the necessary resources.
Currently, we rent a bit of space allocated to TAG
(Together Action Group) and operate from rented
mobile offices. We deliver the children’s food at their
homes or aftercare centres. Children come to our
offices for homework assistance and our reading club,
a bit of ball kicking or holiday care. Social Workers take
this time to do assessments with the children.
For the first time in all these years there is a possibility
for us to look into buying a piece of land. If anyone
owns property or land around Westbury, Coronation
areas, please contact us. This will give us some
security of tenure and the opportunity to develop the
needed facilities to maximise our operations with our
own library, a homework centre and perhaps even a
few computers for the children to gain exposure to
the requirements of the 21st century.
We will communicate to our donors once we are able
to get a definite answer about any possible sale of
land. Please keep us in your prayers! w
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Security is a priority

*The real names of children under eighteen were not used in this newsletter

Where shall our help come
from in uncertain times
So many times people have remarked that Abraham
Kriel Bambanani holds up a mirror to society. It is true
even now. The country is going through an upheaval
politically, economically and socially. None of this is
particularly good to live through, but we believe that
good will prevail.

The social upheaval is reflected in a lack of values and
a breakdown of morality with the consequent impact
on the lives of innocent children. The need for care of
children in distress is greater than ever and the means
to provide it, smaller. When the economy is performing
poorly, the impact is felt amongst NGO’s immediately.
Abraham Kriel Bambanani feels the uncertainty of our
times. Things change. Properties that we operated
from are less certain and programmes that benefitted
children become less effective. The financial future
is as uncertain for AKB as seen from a human
perspective. The burden to make wise decisions
weighs heavily on the shoulders of the board of
directors.
Despite this reality we see young people from
impossible situations succeeding with a little bit of

help. We see a child’s hunger turn
into glowing health and we see
emotional and spiritual health
return to some of the children
who suffered the worst. We see
that kind donors continue to give
generously until it hurts. We see
alumni holding up the values
that they were taught at AKB as
a beacon of light. We see that
despite all our fears enough has been provided for our
needs.
May this mirror that shines a light of hope reflect back
to society the hope many seem to have lost.
Thank you to all the donors, friends, volunteers and
supporters who all show us the best side of the world
we live and work in. You give so much more than
money. You confirm where our help comes from in
uncertain times. w

Paul Momsen

Chief Executive
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